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1. INTRODUCTION 
The classical theorem of Liapunov on asymptotic stability of the origin 
x = 0 for a differential equation & = f(t, X) makes use of an auxiliary 
function v(t, X) which has to be positive definite. The time derivative p(t, x) 
of this function, as computed along the solutions of the differential equation, 
has to be negative definite. In other words, there must exist a negative 
definite function V*(X) such that r(i(t, X) ,( V*(x). Much effort has been 
devoted to determining the asymptotic behavior of the solutions when this 
condition on ti is no more fulfilled, or more precisely when V*(x) is only 
semidefrnite and the set E = {x : V*(x) = O> contains more than the single 
point x = 0. For obvious reasons, it will appear natural to call E the C&ZQWWZ~S 
set. 
J. P. LaSalle [l] proved, under suitable conditions, that a solution x(t) 
tends to E or tends to co when t 4 co. The principal idea of his proof is to 
find a proper location for the positive limit set of x(t). He gets more precise 
results for bounded solutions, which is obvious, but also for autonomous 
differential equations, making use in this case of the invariance property of 
the limit set. The purpose of LaSalle’s theorems might be summarized as 
follows, Given a single auxiliary function V(t, x), tell as precisely as possible 
what happens to the solutions when t -+ co. This amounts often to o&er~ 
that the solutions approach a given set, which is of course determined to as 
small a size as possible. 
There is another family of theorems which are, so to say, of a more 
voluntary character. The purpose of these theorems, as proved first by 
V. M. Matrosov [Z!], is, given a closed set M and an auxiliary function r(r, 3, 
to find a,secand function W(t, X) with suitable properties in the vicinity of 
the dangerous set, in order to compel the solutions to approach i%? when 
t +- CO. In this context, W(t, x) is a scalar function as well as V(t, x), The 
technique of proof is really, using V and W as weapons, to bunt do- the 
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solution until it enters a suitable neighborhood of M. In particular, no use is 
made of the limit sets. 
Several results of the same general type are proved. by one of us. In [3], 
it has been proposed to replace the scalar function W by a vector function, 
and in [4] it was no longer required that the differential equation be defined 
on the set M, whose attractivity is being studied. These extensions yield more 
versatile theorems and make sense even in common situations of classical 
mechanics: we have been able to use the vector of conjugate momenta as a 
Liapunovlike function in a problem of lagrangian mechanics, and to study 
the attractivity of the origin of coordinates in the two body problem in the 
case of Newtonian attraction. 
The present paper modifies and generalizes the latter theorems in several 
respects: 
(a) Observing that W, the second auxiliary function, plays a purely local 
role, i.e., that of throwing the solution out of a neighborhood of any point 
of the dangerous set, we associate to every point %E E a function W,-(t, x), 
defined on [0, oo[ x (a suitable neighborhood of 3). The result is a possibly 
noncountable family of auxiliary functions, and the corresponding hypothesis 
is much less stringent than before. 
(b) In most theorems, the second member of the differential equation is 
supposed to possess some kind of boundedness, which is a heavy restriction. 
L. Salvadori [5] and T. A. Burton [6, 6bis] already considered the question 
of removing this hypothesis. The results of the first of these authors are not 
implied by ours, nor is the reverse true: they simply explore another direction. 
Our approach of this part of the problem is akin to that of Burton, that is, 
it consists in weakening the requirements on the second member while 
strenghtening those on the derivative of the Liapunov functions. 
(c) Following J. P. LaSalle, V. M. Matrosov, and L. Salvadori, we have 
made an effort to keep the regularity requirements on the differential equation 
and the auxiliary functions to a minimum. 
(d) At last, the proofs given here take advantage of the properties of the 
limit sets, a feature which renders LaSalle’s theorem so simple, and retain but 
a moderate amount of “solution hunting technique,” which is fairly cumber- 
some. We feel that our demonstrations have been, in this way, clarified and 
shortened. 
The theory is illustrated by an example, which is as in [4] the two-body 
problem of classical mechanics. But here we have added some friction and 
under suitable hypotheses, we prove that the origin of the phase space is 
globally attractive if the potential function is bounded near the origin, and 
that the hyperplane characterized by vanishing spatial coordinates is globally 
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attractive when the potential function is allowed to tend to - 00 at the origin 
of coordinates. In this example, we had to prove that all solutions have 
bounded spatial coordinates, and to achieve this, we needed a curious property 
of real functions. We did not find it elsewhere? and therefore give its statement 
and proof in an appendix. 
2. AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
It this paragraph, no use is made of the invariance properties of the limit 
set. A first reason is that a part of this set may belong to the set n/r, where 
the equation is not defined, so that we would have to introduce new concepts 
of invariance. Another reason is that we want our theorems to yield a model 
of proof for the nonautonomous case, where no invariance property can be 
invoked. See however Remark 3 at the end of the present section. 
2.1. Definitions, Notations 
Let M be a closed set of R”, Sz an open neighborhood of M and U = J&V. 
Consider the continuous function f: U --3 R*, x t--p f (x), defining the differ- 
ential equation 
ff =f(x), (11 
where 2 is the time derivative of the function x(t). As is well known, to every 
point (to, x,,) of R x U, there corresponds at least one maximal solution x(t) 
of equation (l), such that x(t,) = x0 . For such a solution, let us call ]a, CO[ 
the interval where it is defined: 01 and w may be infinite, and, of course, 
to E]cd, w[. Let y’ = {x(t): t E [t, , w[> be the positive senzitrajectovy of x(t), 
If // . I/ denotes a norm in Rn and if x, y are points of R” and A, B sets ‘of 
R”, we use the common distances d(x, y) - // x - y [/, 
d(x, A) = inf{d(x, y) : y E Al, 
d(A, B) = inf{d(x, y): x E A, y E B). We shall also write 8(x, G> for 
{ y: d(x, y) < E}, S(A, e) for {y : d( y, A) < e> and S[A, G] for {y: d(y, A) < ~1. 
For a set A, 2 will be its closure and fr A, its frontier. 
Let us designate by fl+ the positive limit set of x(t) in R”. By definition 
a pointy E R” belongs to ,4+ if there exists a sequence tl , i+ ,... E ]ol, W[ such 
that ti --+ w and x(ti) + y when i --f co. In the sequel, we shall write (tJ 
instead of (ti : 1 < i < CO, i integer). 
We shall study three concepts of attractivity for the set M mentioned at the 
beginning of this section. As unicity of the solutions has not been assumed 
and some solutions may cease to exist after a finite time w, the definitions 
below differ significantly from the usual ones. However, the comparison is 
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easy. The terms, choosen according to similarities, have been borrowed 
from N. P. Bhatia and G. P. Szegii [7]. Th e set M is said to be a semi-attractor 
if there exists an open set 0, M C 0 C D such that, for each x0 E o\M, every 
solution starting from x0 tends to M as t b w. Further, if there is an E > 0 
such that 0 3 S(M, E), M is called an attractor. If 0 = Q = R*, M is aglobal 
attractor. 
In the sequel, we shall use some auxiliary functions of the type V: U -+ R. 
They will be supposed to be locally lipschitzian. As is well known, (T. 
Yoshizawa [8]), the Dini derivative of V estimated along the solutions of 
Cl>, namely 
DfV(x(t)) = iiF+ sup; [V(x(t + h)) - V(Wl, 
may be computed without knowing these solutions, for it is equal to 
Furthermore, if D+V(x(t)) < 0 for every t E [a, 61 C]LX, w[, then V(x(t)) is 
nonincreasing and one has (cf. [9]). 
V(x(b)) - V(x(a)) < j” D+V(x(t)) dt. 
a 
In case V(x(t)) is Cl, we shall replace D+V(x(t)) by p(x(t)). 
2.2. Three Lemmas 
LEMMA 1. If  71 and 7% are in R with s-~ < Q-~ , if the solution x(t) of (1) is 
dejked on [rl , r2] and if there exists a set D C U and a number A > 0 such that 
x(t) remains in D for evmy t E [TV, TJ and that l/f(x)II < A for every x E D, 
then d(x(r,), x(TJ) > Y > 0 implies that TV - r1 > r/A. 
Indeed, we may write 
LEMMA 2. Let U, equation 3i = f  (x) and the function V(x) be deJined as 
in 2.1. If  for every x E U: D+V(x) < 0, then for every solution, A+ n U is 
contained in E’ = E n U where 
E = (I {X E U : D+V@) > -A>. 
A>0 
Indeed, consider y E U\E, and a sequence (tJ C ]a, W[ such that yd = 
x(ti) -+ y ,when ti -+ w. We have w = 00, for otherwise, y being an interior 
point of U, x(t) could be extended beyond W. On the other hand, f being 
continuous, there exist S, > 0 and A > 0 such that i/J(s)ii < A for 
x E Sty, Q. Furthermore, there exist 23, > 0 and E > 0 such that 
B+vfx) < -E for x E Sty, S,>. If this were not the case, there would exist a 
sequence {xx,>, with xi + y, such that D*V(xi) --t 0 when k -+ 00, and y 
would belong to E. Thus, choosing 6 = min(S, , S,), we have proved the 
existence of a S > 0 such that for every x E S(y, S),one has lJf(x)i\ < A and 
LwV$%“) < --E. 
Without Eoss of genera&y, we may now assume that fyi) C ??fy, S/z> and 
that ti - ttwl > S/A. But using lemma I, we know that x(t) belongs to 
S( yi , S/2) C S( y, 6) for each t E li = [ti -- S/4.& ti + 6/4A]. We may also 
write: 
Hence, the & being mutually disjoint, and WV(x) f 0 for each x E U, 
V(y$ < V(yx) - {i - 2) S42A, 
and, by ~~~~~~~~ of ‘t-(x) 
which is absurd, This completes the proof. 
First, we may take N(@ compact; so, there e&sts arz .& > f) su& that 
l\ffx}li < B for x E N(Z). By choosing S* < d(%‘, fr ~~~~~~2,. we ~btain.that if 
x(7) E S{X! S*)$ x(t) remains in N(Z) after time T for a period of duration at 
least 6*/A, We may take, without loss of generality, T < S*/A. 
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On the other hand, there exists an v  > 0 such that 1 W,(X)] < fT/4 for 
x E N(Z) n S(E’, 7). Indeed, if this were false, there would exist a sequence 
71 , rlz ,"'Y with qi + 0 when i -+ co, and a sequence x1, xs ,..., with 
xi E N(z) n S(E’, Q) and 1 W,(x,)j > eT/4. Because N(T) is compact, there 
exists a subsequence x1’, xs’,..., of (xi} such that xi’ + y  E N(Z) when i--f cd. 
But d(xi , E’) + 0 and therefore d(y, E’) = 0 or, in other terms, y  E E’. 
Therefore, we would get y  E N(s) n i?’ = N(g) n E’ and, by continuity 
I W,(y)1 > U’/4, a contradiction to hypothesis (i). 
Let us choose 6 < min(T, S*). I f  X(T) E S(Z, S), x(t) will not remain in 
S(E’, q) for t E [ 7,~ + T], for, if this were the case, we should have 
-2(074) -=c W,(X(T + T)) - W,(X(T>> < -U, 
which is absurd. So, there exists a T* E [T, T + T] such that x(T*) E fr S(E’, 7) 
and therefore such that x(~*) E N(3) n S(E’, q). 
Remark 1. Lemma 3 implies that E’ contains no invariant subset. In 
hypothesis (ii), D+wz(x) < -I may be replaced by D+ws(x) > [. This 
implies that D+W,(x) > 5 (see E. J. Mac Shane [9]). I f  WE Cl, hypothesis 
(ii) may be replaced by ms(x) f  0 for x E N(a). 
2.3. Asymptotic Behaviour of Solutions 
THEOREM 1 (location of the limit set). Let M, Sz, U, equation 3i = f  (x) 
and the function V(x) be defined as in 9 2.1. Suppose that 
(i) D+V(x) < 0 f or x E U and let E and E’ be defined as in Lemma 2; 
(ii) there exists a family of functions {W,(x): XG E’} with the properties 
stated in Lemma 3; 
then, for every solution x(t) such that y+ is contained in a closed subset N* C Q, 
one has A+ C M. 
Let us show first that A+ n U = m. We know from Lemma 2 that 
A+ n UC E’. I f  A+ n E’ # O, there exists a y  E E’ and a sequence (ti}, 
ti --+ co, such that x(ti) -+y when ti --+ co (we know that w = co, for 
otherwise, y  being an interior point of U, x(t) could be extended beyond w). 
We may assume the existence of a T > 0 with ti - tie1 > T. Then, by virtue 
of Lemma 3, there exist 6 > 0 and 7 > 0 such that x(tJ E S(y, 8) implies the 
existence of a Ti E [ti , ti + T] with x(Ti) E N(y) f? fr S(E’, 7). But N(y) may 
be assumed to be compact, and x(tJ E S(y, 8) for sufficiently large values of i. 
So there is a subsequence (~$1 of {TV} such that x(Tik) tends to a point 
z E N(y) n fr S(E’, 9) C U\E when Tik -+ to. This contradicts Lemma 2. 
Therefore A+ n E’ = @ and A+ A U = O. 
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At last, yf being contained in the closed set N* C Q, no point of A+ can 
belong to fr $2. Therefore /l+ C M. 
THEOREM 2 (behaviour of bounded solutions). In the hypothesis of 
Theorem 1, if N* is compact, x(t) + M when t -+ w. 
Indeed, if N* is compact, ./l+ is non empty and compact, and x(t) + fl+ 
when t --+ w. The thesis follows from the fact that il+ C M (Theorem 1). 
THEOREM 3 (behaviour of arbitrary solutions). Let us add the following to 
the hypothesis of Theorem 1: there exists a continuous, strictly positive function 
4: U -+ R, such that for every p > 0 
(i) there exists a c > 0 such that Ij d(x) f  (x)1] < c for x E U\S(M, p); 
(ii) there exist K > 0 and E > 0 such that j/ x jj > K and x E U\$(M, p) 
imply that (p(x) B+V(x) < -6; 
(iii) V(x) is bounded from below for x E U\S(M, p>; 
then, every solution x(t) remaining for t > t, in a closed subset N* of D tends to 
Mwhent+w. 
Assume, on the contrary, that x(t) does not tend to M when t -+ w. Then 
two things may happen; 
(a) there may exist two quantities p > 0 and T* ~]ol, w[ such that for 
every t E [T*, w[:d(x(t), M) > p. Then x(t) -+ co when t + W, for otherwise, 
there would be a point of /l+ outside M and Theorem 1 would be violated, 
Therefore, for T sufficiently large, w > T > T*, and for the quantities c and 
E chosen as in (i) and (ii) above, one may write, for every t E [T, u[, 
ZZZ - t II 40 - x(T)lI. 
Thus, V(x(t)) -+ ---co when t -+ W, which contradicts hypothesis (iii). 
(b) The alternative is that there exists an 7 > 0 such that, for every p, 
0 < p < 7, there are two sequences (tJ and {T& both subsets of 101, w[, with 
ti < Ti < t$+l y d(x(t& M) > q and d(x(~~), M) < p. Let us consider some 
fked value of p and choose ti and Tit such that 
ti < ti’ < 71’ < ri ) 
4x(t), M) > P for t E [ti', 7-;[, 
4&‘), .W = rl, ~(x(T;), M) = /I< 
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Observe that 
x(t) ---t 03 when t--t w, t E (J [t;,T;], 
l,(i<~ 
for otherwise, there would be a point of A+ outside ik7 and Theorem 1 would 
be violated. Therefore, for every ti’ sufficiently large, one has 
Because V(x(t)) is always decreasing, one would have V(x(t)) -+ --03 when 
t -+ w, which contradicts hypothesis (iii). This completes the proof. 
Remark 2. Theorem 3 remains true if N*\S(M, p) replaces lJ\S(M, p} in 
hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii). 
COROLLARY. If there exists a neiglbourhood 0 of M, 0 C Q, such that the 
hypothesis of Theorems 2 or 3 are satis$ed for every solution starting in iZi\M, 
M is semi-attracting. If there exists an E > 0 such that 0 3 S(M, E), M is an 
attractor. If 0 = .Q = R”, M is globally attracting. 
Remark 3. Let us insist on the fact that our method of proof is meant 
to be transposed almost as such to the nonautonomous case. Without this 
in view, Theorem 1 could have been simplified by proving that A+ n U is 
invariant, or more precisely, consists of whole trajectories. Lemma 3 can then 
be replaced by a simplified version which states that E’ cannot contain whole 
trajectories. This is an easy deduction of the properties of W. Then, Theorem 
1 results from the fact that A+ n U consists of whole trajectories, and lies in 
E’ by virtue of Lemma 2, and that E’ cannot contain whole trajectories, by 
virtue of Lemma 3. 
3. EXAMPLEOFAMECHANICAL SYSTEM 
Let us consider the two body problem, or equivalently, the problem of a 
single particle attracted by a fixed centre, in the presence of a dissipative 
force. Let the attracting centre be the origin of some inertial frame of 
reference, and suppose the mass of the particle equal to one. Let r and v be 
respectively the position-vector and the velocity of the particle, r and o being 
the euclidean norms of these vectors. The scalar product will be denoted by 
( * ). For the point (r, v) in phase space, we shall use the norm (r2 + v2)l12. 
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We consider forces of two types: 
(a) an attracting force deriving from a potentialP(r)which is a Cl function, 
defined for Y > 0, with dP/dr > 0; 
(b) a dissipative force in the direction opposite to the velocity and whose 
magnitude is a function k(v), defined for ZI > 0, with K(0) = 0, K(V) > 0 for 
v > 0 and such that 
v v 
s- o k(v) dv 
converges. This happens, for example, if k(v) is proportional to uo for some 
01< 2, which may be a realistic approximation for small v. 
The equations of motion are 
+=--- z ; - k(v) c . (21 
As Liapunov function, we choose the total energy 
qr, v) = T(v) + P(f+) 
where T(v) is the kinetic energy 242. Its time derivative is 
where equality occurs when and only when v = 0. 
Let us now show that for every solution of equation (2), r(t) is bounded in 
the future. More precisely, if a solution (r(t), v(t)) starts, at t = to , from the 
point (r. , vO), then for each t E [to, u[ 
where the second member is obviously finite. We write 
h(r, v) = Y + j-1 & dv. 
Indeed, suppose there exists a t1 > to such that I = r1 > h(r,,, v,,). Then 
one would have 
h(f-1 , VI) 2 Yl > qyo, voug), (3 
tirhich is impossible, as we shall now prove. 
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Observe that if P = (T * v)/r is positive, 
is negative because the last term is, and P < ZI. Further, if there are two values 
t’ and t” such that t,, < t’ < t” < tr , with r(P) = r(t”), one gets successively 
wq, v(f)> 3 VW?, v(f)), 
whence 
v(f) > w(t”) 
and at least h(r(t’), v(P)) > h@(P), u(t”)). 
All the hypothesis of Lemma 6 (see Section 5) are satisfied if we identify Y 
with y  and -Yr(t), v(t)) with x(t), to with a and tl with b. Therefore, one 
obtains 
x5 > 4 < Q, 9 a, 
which contradicts (5). We have thus proved, as has been announced, that 
r(t) is bounded in the future. 
Let us identify Q with Rs and J!l with the hyperplane of all points with 
vanishing coordinates. 
The function V playing the role of Liapunov function, the set E’ is made 
up of all points with vanishing velocity and arbitrary but not all vanishing 
spatial coordinates. At every point (r, 0) of E’, at least one component of r, 
say rj , is non-vanishing (j is equal to 1, 2, or 3). Let us choose a compact 
neighbourhood N(r, 0) of(r, 0), w h ere yi # 0 and define the auxiliary function 
Wcr,a)(r, v) = wj . But according to (2), 
a quantity which is non-vanishing on E n N(r, 0). 
Let now 
+(r, v> = Kl + W + &~))l-~, 
which implies that 
II4@, v)f@, 411 < [I + (1 + $)‘]l”. 
We know that, for every solution (r(t), v(t)), r(t) is bounded in the future 
say r(t) < r, . Therefore the solution will remain in S[M, rI], a set which 
will play the role of N* in Theorem 3. Taking into account the remarE 
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appended to it, all the hypothesis of this theorem are obviously satisfied, 
except perhaps for (ii) which we check now. Choosing K > ri , we see that -- 
[l(r, v)ll > K implies that d((r, v), E) = v > .\/K2 - rr2 > 0. If we limit 
our study to functions K(u) which, for ZI large enough, are larger than a 
strictly positive constant, we can prove that the expression 
#(r, v) %, v> = -W4CU -I- W4)(W)l 
is smaller than a given negative constant in the appropriate region of the 
phase space. This reasoning being valid for any solution of (2) M is a global 
attractor. 
Remark 4. In the case when P(r) is bounded and such that dP/dr -+ 0 
when r + 0, the equation may be defined on the whole R6 space, and a 
stronger result can be obtained much more easily. Indeed, it is easy to show 
that each solution is bounded in the future. Then, we know from LaSalle’s 
theorem [lo] that each solution tends to the largest invariant set contained 
in E, where E is the hyperplane of all points of vanishing velocities. The 
properties of the family (W(r,o)(r, v) : r eR3) show us that this largest 
invariant subset is the origin of R6, which is therefore a global attractor. In this 
proof, no use is made of the property that k(v) remains greater than a strictly 
positive constant for v large enough. 
4. NONAUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 
4.1. Definitions, Notations. 
Consider now the equation 
52 = f(t, x), (61 
where f: [0, cc[ x U -+ R* is a continuous function of (t, X) and U is 
defined as in Section 2.1. The definitions and symbols for solutions, trajec- 
tories, and limit sets will be as in Section 2.1. 
We shall use an auxiliary function V: [0, CXJ[ x U + R, continuous in 
(t, X) and locally lipschitzian in X. It can be shown here also that 
D+w, 4t>) = & sup $ {W + h, x(t) + hf(t, x(t)) - tyt, x(t))> 
and that, if D+V(t, x(t)) < 0 for t E [a, b] C]O~, w[, then V(t, x(t)) is non- 
increasing and 
p(b, x(b)) - V(a, x(u)) < j” D+V(t, x(t)) dt. 
a 
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We shall say that f, or a similar function, is locally bounded if, for every 
y E U, there exists E > 0 and A > 0 such that /lf(t, x)jj < A for t E [0, co[ 
and x E S(y, c). Similarly V will be said to be locally bounded from below if, 
for every y E U, there exists E > 0 and C E R such that V(t, x) > C for 
t E [0, co[ and x E S(y, c). 
4.2. Two Lemmas 
LEMMA 4. Let U, equation 3i = f  (t, x) and the function V(t, x) be dejked 
as above. Let 4: [O, co[ x U -+ R be a continuous, strictly positive, locally 
bounded function, such that $(t, x) f  (t, x) is locally bounded. Suppose V(t, x) is 
locally bounded from below. If  there exists a continuous function V*: U -+ 
I--co,01 such that $(t,x) D+V(t,x) < V*(x) <O for (t,x)E[O, co[ x U, 
then. for each solution starting in U at any time to , the set A+ n U is contained 
in E = {x E U: V*(x) = 01. 
Suppose there exist y E U\E and a sequence {ti> C [to , w[ with y* = 
x(ti) -+ y when ti + w = cc (as in Lemma 2, one shows that w = 03). 
Because $f and #J are locally bounded, V is locally bounded from below and 
V* is continuous, there exist strictly positive quantities 6, E, A, B and K 
such that for every (t, x) E [0, OO[ x S(y, S), one has +(t, x) D+V(t, x) < -E, 
Ilf (t, x)ll $0, x) < 4 v(t, x) > --B ad +(t> x) < K 
Now there is no T > 0 such that x(t) E S(y, S) for every t > T, for 
otherwise, one could write 
V(t, x(t)) - V(T, x(T)) < s: D+V(t’, x(t’)) dt’ 
s t < --E 1 T w, x(f)> dt’ < - ; (t - T), 
and V(t, x(t)) would tend to -CO when t -+ co, which is absurd. We con- 
clude that there exists a sequence {TJ C [to, OO[, ri -P co, such that 
X(‘i) e S(Y> 9. w e may assume that yi = x(tJ E S( y, S/2) and ti < 7i < ti, . 
The rest of the proof runs like in Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 5. Let U and equation 9 = f  (t, x) be defined as above. Let E be 
any subset of U, relatively closed in U. Let $: [0, co[ x U -+ R be a continuous, 
strictly positive and locally bounded function such that $(t, x) f (t, x) be locally 
bounded. Suppose that for every ZE E there exists a neighborhood N(Z) C U 
and a fun&ion TV, : [0, co[ x N(S) --+ R: (t, x) t-+ WJt, x), continuozls in 
(t, x), locally lipschitxian in x and such that 
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(i) JVs(t, x) + 0 uniformly in t when x + E, x e IV(%); 
(ii) there exists a 6 > 0 such that +(t, x) D+W,(t, x) < -t for 
(t, x) E [O, a[ x N(q); 
then, for each ZE E, there exist S > 0 and x > 0 such that if the solution x(t) 
belongs to S(i?, 6) at tzkze T, there exists a T*, T < T* < w such that 
x(T*) E N(Z) n fr S(E, 7). 
First, we may choose N(Z) small enough in order that w) C U and that 
there exist three constants K, A and B, such that for every 
one has&t, 3) < K, #t, x)llf(t, x)]] < A and 1 Wz(t, x)I < B. 
I f  for some 7, X(T) E iV@), x(t) cannot remain in N{Z) for every t E [T, w[, 
for otherwise w would be infinite and one would have, for any t > T, 
@G(t, x(t)) - WE(T, X(T)) < jt Wz(t’, x(t’)) dt’ 
7 
< - s &&j, dt’ <- $ (t -T), 
which is absurd. 
Let us now take S* < d(if, fr N(9)/2: every solution starting in S(Z, S*) 
and leaving N(s) will travel a distance larger than S*. Choosing L < @*f2A, 
we know by (i) that there exists an 17 > 0 such that / W(t, x)1 <L for 
(t, x) E Rf x [S(E, 7) n N(a)]. Supp ose now that X(T) E S(Z, S*) and that 
X(t) escapes from N(Z) without leaving S(E, 7). As long as x(t) is in N(Q, 
one has 
f&(t, X(t)) - w,(T, X(T)) < jt wB(t’, X(f)) dt’ 
7 
G s 6 y5(tyi&)) dt’ < - f $1, f(t’, x(t’))/] dt’ 
5 =-- 
A I/ j:fct’, x(f)) dt’ // = - $ II x(t) - x(~)ll, 
But, before x(t) leaves N(s), I] x(t) - X(T)]] becomes larger than S*, and one gets 
W&, x(t)) - We&, X(T)) < -@*/A < -2.L 
which is impossible, for 1 W(t, x)1 <L. 
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Hence, a solution starting in S(X, S*) cannot remain in S(E, 7) while 
leaving N(S). This is still true if we replace 6” by 6 < min(S*, q), with the 
consequence then, that x(t) must touch N(a) n fr S(E, 7). The lemma is thus 
proved. 
4.3. Asymptotic Behaviour of Solutions 
THEOREM 4. Let Q, U, M, equation x = f  (t, x) and the function V(t, x) be 
defined as above. Let the functions 4 and V* possess the properties stated in 
Lemmas 4 and 5. Let E = {x E U : V*(x) = 0} and suppose the functions W, 
possess the properties stated in Lemma 5. Suppose that for every p > 0 
(i) there exists a c > 0 such that 
rb@, 4 Ilf (6 411 < c for (6 4 E P, 4 x W\WV ~1); 
(ii) there exist K > 0 and E > 0 such that 11 x jl > K and x E (U\S(M, p)) 
imply that V*(x) < -6; 
(iii) V(t, x) is boundedfrom belowfm (t, x) E [0, co[ x (U\S(M, p)); 
then, each solution x(t) remaining in a closed subset N* of ~2, tends to M when 
t 4 w. 
The proof runs like that of Theorem 3. 
Remark 5. If  f (t, x) is locally bounded, the hypothesis on D+V in Lemma 
5 and Theorem 4 may be replaced by the inequality D+V(t, x) < V*(x) a(t) < 
0, where V* is a continuous negative function, and 01: [0, co[ -+ R is “positive 
in the mean” (see Ref. [2]). 
5. APPENDIX 
LEMMA 6. Let y(t) and x(t) be two realfunctions of class Cl, de$ned on the 
nonempty closed interval [a, b] C R. Suppose that 
(9 y(a) < y(b); 
(ii) for every t E [a, b] such that y’(t) 3 0: z’(t) 2 0; 
(iii) for every pair of points t’, t” E [a, b] such that t’ < t” and y(t’) = y(F), 
one has x(t’) < z(Y); 
then z(a) < r(b). 
Let I* = (t* E [a, b]: (Vt E [a, t*]) y(t) < y(t*)>. Observe first that I* is 
closed. Indeed, suppose a sequence {ti*> C’I* converges to some t* and con- 
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sider any fixed t E [a, t*[. For every sufficiently large i, y(t) < y(ti*) and thus 
y(t) < y(t*). Therefore t* E I *. Further, for every t* E I*: y’(P) > 0, hence 
using (ii) 
Now I** = [a, b]\l* is open and is even a countable union of disjoint 
open intervals: 
I** = (J lag, b,[, 
l<i<lJ 
with p possibly infinite. Furthermore, y(aJ = y&) for every i, To prove this, 
suppose first that ~(a$) < y(b,) and let 
One easily shows that ai E ]ai , bi[ and also that a: ~.l*, which is absurd. 
One cannot have y(a,) > y(b,) either, for then 6, would not belong to I*, 
which is also absurd. From this we deduce that for every i 
f la& 
X’(T) dr = x(6,) - x(ag) > 0, 
and that 
f 
a’(7) dr g3 0. 
I** (8) 
Using (7) and (8), we get at fast 
s C&J1 
X’(T) dr = z(b) - x(,z) 3 0. 
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